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Introduction {#s01}
============

Multiple sclerosis (MS) has been recognized clinically for centuries, and has been intensely investigated histopathologically, genetically, immunologically and clinically since the days of Charcot and Babinski in the latter half of the 19^th^ century \[[@bib-001]\]. Traditionally considered to be an autoimmune inflammatory demyelinating disorder of the CNS, MS histopathology exhibits prominent inflammation, particularly in the white matter (corpus callosum, subcortical tracts, optic nerve and spinal tracts), consisting of T-cell and macrophage infiltration, with demyelination as a universal finding \[[@bib-002]\]. "Shadow plaques", where axons exhibit thinned myelin, are considered evidence of repair, with partial remyelination of fibers by oligodendrocytes recruited from endogenous progenitors \[[@bib-003],[@bib-004]\]. Although inflammatory demyelination is the hallmark of MS, more recent studies indicate that neuronal structures are also highly vulnerable, with neuro-axonal degeneration, together with synaptic pathology, being important features \[[@bib-005],[@bib-006]\].

Multiple sclerosis distinguishes itself from most other chronic neurological disorders by its curious fluctuating course, in both space and time; the vast majority of MS patients present with relapsing and remitting attacks of demyelination, precipitating clinical deficits depending on the location, almost always followed by resolution of signs, symptoms and T2-lesions evident on MRI, only to suffer additional attacks affecting different parts of the CNS at various times during the course of the disease. In most patients, this initial inflammatory relapsing-remitting phase of MS is followed a decade or more later by a more chronic progressive phase (secondary progressive MS). For unknown reasons, some patients assume a progressive course from the beginning. Given the strikingly different temporal pattern, some have questioned whether this primary progressive form of MS is a different disease altogether, although most investigators believe it is a less inflammatory, later-presenting variant.

Multiple sclerosis as a primary autoimmune disease {#s02}
==================================================

Genetics {#s02_1}
--------

Despite a century of intensive investigation, the underlying cause of MS has eluded us. The strikingly inflammatory nature of the relapsing-remitting phase of MS, both on pathological and radiological grounds (gadolinium \[Gd\]-enhancing lesions), strongly points to an autoimmune cause. Oligoclonal IgG is found in the cerebrospinal fluid of most MS patients, further hinting at an immune system that may be targeting CNS epitopes behind the blood-brain barrier. Predisposition to MS exhibits a strong genetic component, with a 25-30% concordance in mono-zygotic twins, decreasing with the degree of relatedness \[[@bib-007],[@bib-008]\]. The importance of genetics was further elucidated by many genome-wide association studies pointing to genes related to the immune system as playing a major role. The largest such study recently published \[[@bib-009]\] revealed a strong and unequivocal association with immunologically relevant genes, particularly those involved in T-cell function. Taken together, clinical experimental data convincingly point to an autoimmune etiology for MS.

Environmental factors {#s02_2}
---------------------

What might trigger the immune system to mount a recurring assault on the CNS, with a particular focus on the white matter? While genetics play a significant role, it is not a major factor, as in many other inherited neurological disorders where clear gene mutations have been identified. There are additional environmental influences, the most curious of which is a striking latitudinal gradient: the further from the equator a population lives, the higher its prevalence of MS \[[@bib-010],[@bib-011]\], though some authors dispute this \[[@bib-012]\]. Even more curious is the observation that if an individual relocates from a low-prevalence area to a high-prevalence region that person assumes the higher risk of developing the disease, but only if he/she moves in the first two decades of life \[[@bib-010]\]. Why geography should influence MS prevalence is not known, but exposure to sunlight, with attendant differences in vitamin D levels, has been suggested \[[@bib-013],[@bib-014]\]. This vitamin is a known immune-modulator that enhances regulatory T-cell function, mediating a shift to a more anti-inflammatory immune response \[[@bib-015]\]. This has been proposed as an explanation for clinical observations, indicating that the risk of MS is inversely correlated with vitamin D levels \[[@bib-016]\]. Given that UV radiation promotes the conversion of precursors into active vitamin D metabolites, and northern regions experience significantly less sunlight than in the south, together, this constitutes a plausible explanation for the observed latitudinal variation of MS prevalence. While intriguing, this proposal is so far unproven, however. Another environmental factor implicated in the pathogenesis of MS is the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV). Patients with a history of symptomatic EBV infection carry a higher risk of developing MS \[[@bib-017]\], and MS patients have a higher seroprevalence rate for EBV compared with healthy controls, especially children \[[@bib-018]\]. This association is robust, but the mechanisms are unknown. One proposal is that EBV is a trigger for autoimmune disease in general \[[@bib-019]\], possibly by infection of autoreactive B lymphocytes \[[@bib-020]\], or by continuously stimulating strong T-cell responses during persistent infection \[[@bib-021]\].

Therapy {#s02_3}
-------

Taken together, a large body of evidence paints a compelling picture in favor of MS being an autoimmune disease. Understandably, much effort has been expended to develop therapeutic agents to modulate a presumably dysregulated immune system in the hopes of reducing the inflammatory burden. Animal models have been developed to aid in this effort, designed to mirror the immunopathogenesis of MS. The most common model is experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE), where a myelin antigen is injected together with adjuvant to elicit an immune response against the CNS. Inbred mice are commonly used and develop a fairly predictable stereotyped ascending paralysis with robust inflammation especially in the spinal cord. A careful dissection of the immunobiology of MS and its animal models, such as EAE, has spurred the development of a series of anti-inflammatory agents in wide clinical use. The drugs are highly effective at reducing the inflammatory burden of this disease, and in some cases eliminate inflammatory relapses almost completely. However, with stronger immune modulation come potentially serious side-effects. A detailed discussion of MS therapeutics is beyond the scope of this paper, and the reader is instead directed to several recent reviews \[[@bib-022]-[@bib-024]\].

Nagging discrepancies with this picture {#s03}
=======================================

It would appear from the above discussion that MS may well be a primary autoimmune disease: the histopathology, the mechanisms of current therapeutics and their benefits early in the disease course, clinical laboratory data, together with extensive studies of MS genetics, all point to such a conclusion. Yet after decades of intensive research, we do not know the cause of the disease, we have failed to identify the target CNS autoantigens \[[@bib-025],[@bib-026]\], we cannot cure the disease, nor do we have effective treatments for the progressive phase, which one could argue is the more important stage with respect to disability. Moreover, a number of inconsistencies, presented below, raise important questions that must not be ignored. Because MS is a chronic disease that is almost never fatal in the early stages, invariably almost all human neuropathology will reflect months or years of multiple processes and reactions that, with time, may "collapse" into a stereotyped histopathological picture. Such a single histopathological snapshot in time (and, with respect to disease onset, a greatly delayed snapshot at that) may not be representative of the earliest events which could otherwise offer valuable clues to the pathogenesis.

Pathology {#s03_1}
---------

In contrast to the inflammatory demyelinating pathology of "traditional" MS lesions, careful examination of very early lesions that came to histopathological analysis, through biopsy or autopsy, paints a curiously different picture. In these samples, myelin damage, consisting of subtle expansion of innermost myelin loops or at times including extensive demyelination, is seen with little inflammatory infiltration (see \[[@bib-027]\] and \[[@bib-028]\], and references therein). However, others report invariable inflammation in biopsied (and therefore presumably early stage) plaques \[[@bib-029]\]. The timing of histopathological sampling, with respect to true lesion onset, might explain these discrepancies. It has also become apparent that white matter abnormalities are extensive in the MS brain, even in areas far removed from typical demyelinating plaques. The MS brain seems to harbor a continuity of abnormality ranging from "normal-appearing white matter", to "diffusely abnormal white matter", through to typical demyelinated MS plaques. However, even the more subtly affected brain areas can be abnormal histologically, exhibiting axonopathy, gliosis, demyelination and microglial activation. On detailed MRI examination, these areas exhibit a higher T2 signal, and abnormalities on magnetization transfer and diffusion tensor imaging. Interestingly, evidence for a T-cell-dependent adaptive immune response outside of the classical actively demyelinating and highly inflammatory plaques is largely lacking in these areas \[[@bib-030]-[@bib-032]\], although some investigators report low-grade T cell infiltration even in normal-appearing MS white matter \[[@bib-033]\]. This hints at a more widespread defect, affecting areas in white and gray matter beyond the typical inflammatory plaques that are the most obvious tip of the pathological iceberg.

Genetics {#s03_2}
--------

With reference to genome-wide association studies alluded to above, the following very reasonable counter-argument is presented: why have such studies not identified associations with genes *unrelated* to immune function? The most parsimonious explanation may be that the root cause of MS is not founded in genetics, only the inflammatory reaction is, hence the strong genetic association with immune genes. However, in light of the significant concordance among monozygotic twins, and if degenerative mechanisms underlie both inflammatory (relapsing-remitting) and primary progressive MS (see below), one would expect to find a non-immune genetic association. The more likely explanation probably relates to study power: even in the very large survey of 10,000 MS patients by Sawcer and co-workers \[[@bib-009]\], just over 700 primary progressive subjects could be studied; even this number was likely insufficient to detect significant non-immune genetic associations. Having said this, despite the fact that immunologically relevant genes represented the overwhelming majority in this study, the single strongest association implicated the GALC gene, which codes for galactocerebrosidase, an enzyme involved in lysosomal hydrolysis of specific galactolipids, and which, when defective, underlies Krabbe\'s disease, an inflammatory demyelinating leukodystrophy (see below). The significance of this association is uncertain at this time. An even more recent study found that after selecting MS patients for greater atrophy (and thus presumably for a greater degenerative undertone), this was associated with 5 single nucleotide polymorphisms of the GRIN2A gene that codes for the GluN2A subunit of the NMDA receptor \[[@bib-034]\]. This suggests a role for deregulation of glutamatergic signaling in the degenerative aspects of progressive MS.

Therapy {#s03_3}
-------

A substantial experience with ever more sophisticated and potent therapeutics is equally informative. Several immune-modulating agents have been developed that are extremely effective at reducing, or almost completely eliminating, inflammation in the MS brain, to the point that relapses are largely prevented. Examples include alemtuzumab, a humanized monoclonal antibody and powerful lymphocyte depletor, which reduces relapses and new MRI lesion formation by \>90% \[[@bib-035],[@bib-036]\]. Despite a near-complete elimination of clinical relapses and new MRI lesions, the secondary progressive group continued to accumulate disability and exhibited progressive brain atrophy radiologically. A similar experience was observed with rituximab, which depletes B lymphocytes. This agent significantly reduces relapse rates and Gd-enhancing lesions in relapsing-remitting MS patients \[[@bib-037]\], but again fails to significantly alter the course of progressive disease \[[@bib-038]\]. To explain this quandary, it has been argued that in progressive MS, inflammation becomes "trapped" behind a closed blood-brain barrier \[[@bib-039]\], which, in turn, makes the aberrant immune elements inaccessible to systemically administered therapeutic agents (particularly antibodies or other larger molecules). However, experience with immune therapy for Alzheimer\'s disease, for example, indicates that passive administration of humanized monoclonal antibodies (mirroring the strategies in MS) is effective in clearing brain amyloid, presumably by entry of these antibodies across the blood brain barrier \[[@bib-040]\] in a disease that has decidedly little inflammation to begin with. Therefore, one could surmise that the blood-brain-barrier in the non-inflamed progressive MS brain would also be permeable enough to such antibodies so they could access any "trapped" immune cells.

Autologous haematopoietic stem-cell transplantation has also been attempted in more aggressive MS cases, with the goal of resetting the immune system and permanently eliminating the offending immune elements \[[@bib-041]\]. This therapy is successful in completely abrogating inflammatory activity in the MS brain, but it is generally thought that this option is most effective in particularly inflammatory forms of the disease. The corollary is that less inflammatory later-progressive stages would not respond to transplantation any more than they respond to potent immune modulators, as noted above. Having said this, now that patients with longer post-transplant times have been followed, it appears that the rate of brain atrophy is nevertheless reduced \[[@bib-041]\], indicating that inflammation likely drives atrophy to a certain extent. This should not be surprising given the very cytotoxic milieu of inflammatory foci with high levels of glutamate, nitric oxide and various cytokines all known to irreversibly kill various CNS cells types \[[@bib-042]-[@bib-045]\]. In the end though, after decades of intensive investigation and experience with ever more advanced immune-targeted therapeutics, we still cannot answer the key question pertaining to MS pathoetiology: does inflammation begin for some unknown reason, and then promote chronic degeneration? Or does a primary degeneration secondarily trigger persistent and fluctuating inflammation, which then may feed back to further drive degeneration by virtue of the cytotoxins that are released? Conventional thinking favors the former scenario (the "outside-in" model where a systemic immune defect targets the CNS; [Fig. 1](#fig-001){ref-type="fig"}); the next section will attempt to "reconstruct" MS without any *a priori* assumptions about etiology, arguing that all available data are equally consistent with the converse "inside-out" model \[[@bib-046]\].

![Diagram illustrating the two competing models of MS pathogenesis\
(a) The "inside-out" model favors an as yet unidentified cytodegeneration, possibly targeting the myelin-oligodendrocyte complex, leading to release of highly antigenic myelin debris. With time, the immunologically predisposed host mounts a secondary immune reaction to this material, of variable intensity, culminating in a clinical phenotype characterized by recurrent inflammatory attacks on a background of progressive degeneration, atrophy and accumulation of disability. The inflammation responds to anti-inflammatory therapy, whereas the degenerative process predictably does not. (b) The alternate model that is the currently accepted view places autoimmunity at the root of the process, driving degeneration, which then somehow becomes independent of inflammation and continues in the progressive phase of the disease. Regardless, what is certain is that all evidence implicates degeneration and inflammation as important players in the final genesis of early and late MS. The key question that should investigated however, is which process is the initial instigator? (Modified from \[[@bib-046]\]).](medrep-05-20-g001){#fig-001}

Reconstructing MS: a thought experiment {#s04}
=======================================

Let us adopt an unconventional position and hypothesize that MS is a degenerative disorder at its root, much like Alzheimer\'s, Parkinson\'s and many other progressive degenerative CNS disorders of unknown cause. As with most such diseases, the pathological process likely begins years or possibly decades before the initial clinical presentation. In support of this, adolescents with MS have not only a significantly reduced brain volume but also a reduced head size \[[@bib-047]\], implying that the disease likely began many years earlier while the skull was still growing. Whether this applies to adult MS will require further investigation. Unlike other neurodegenerative disorders where certain cortical regions or nuclei appear to be most affected, in our hypothetical model of MS we will assume that the myelinating unit (the oligodendrocyte and its myelin sheaths) is the main primary target. This conjecture is based on detailed pathological examination of very early MS lesions and biopsy data (see above), where these elements seem to be affected first and in isolation, before inflammatory reactions and neuro-axonal dropout set in. The cause of this cytodegeneration focused on the myelinating unit is of course unknown, but so are the causes of sporadic Alzheimer\'s, Parkinson\'s or multiple system atrophy, the latter being a specific degeneration of oligodendrocytes \[[@bib-048]\]. With the gradual disappearance of oligodendrocytes and ensheathing myelin, both in the brain and spinal cord, axons would secondarily start to degenerate, because it is well established that myelination confers an important trophic and metabolic advantage \[[@bib-049],[@bib-050]\]. The cellular degeneration would entrain a typical innate inflammatory reaction, consisting of microglial activation and astrogliosis common to most if not all degenerative disorders, together with a predictable progressive atrophy of the brain and spinal cord. Indeed, mutations of genes coding for certain myelin proteins (e.g. proteolipid protein \[[@bib-051]\]) may present with a clinical picture indistinguishable from primary progressive MS (complete with synthesis of oligoclonal bands in the cerebrospinal fluid), arguing that primary defects targeting the myelinating unit, whether genetically coded or environmental, may produce a primary progressive MS-like disease.

At this stage of our thought experiment, we have constructed a disease similar to primary progressive MS. One could argue that this misses the point, because the majority (\>85%) of MS patients do not present with progressive disease, but with relapsing-remitting inflammatory MS. For reasons that are not well understood, myelin is highly encephalitogenic, particularly after specific biochemical modification, such as citrullination \[[@bib-052]-[@bib-054]\]. In fact, of the five major CNS antigens that elicit a pathological immune response in mice (myelin basic protein, proteolipid protein, myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein, myelin-associated glycoprotein and S-100 protein \[[@bib-055]\]), four are major myelin proteins. It stands to reason that our hypothetical model of progressive MS will include a continuous and chronic shedding of myelin antigens, possibly processed in specific ways to render the components even more antigenic (e.g. citrullination of myelin basic protein by myelin-resident Ca-dependent deiminases \[[@bib-052]\]). We now add a second key ingredient to the model: a dysregulated immune system directed mainly at myelin antigens (those provided by the primary oligo-myelinic degeneration described above), whose level of overactivity is highly variable, additionally influenced by a myriad of environmental and genetic factors. The resulting disease will thus be a "convolution" of a primary oligo-myelinic cytodegeneration and a variable level of dysimmunity \[[@bib-046]\] ([Fig. 2](#fig-002){ref-type="fig"}). Although such a combination of two processes is purely speculative in the case of MS, there is precedent in other conditions. For instance, Harding\'s disease results from a mutation of the mitochondrial genome that results in optic neuropathy similar to Leber\'s hereditary optic neuropathy, but with more widespread involvement of the CNS white matter, together with inflammatory relapses and remissions and, at times, laboratory and radiological findings indistinguishable from inflammatory MS \[[@bib-056]\]. Either these cases are chance associations between a mitochondrial defect and MS (highly unlikely given the prevalence rates of Leber\'s and MS: Harding\'s is 50 times more common than what would be expected by chance associations of Leber\'s and MS, if Harding\'s were simply such an association, which strongly suggests that Harding\'s is not such a chance association, but a mitochondrial disorder morphed into an MS-like disease by a dysregulated immune system), or, instead, Harding\'s syndrome is an example of a well-defined biochemical defect of energy metabolism (a typical Leber\'s patient) "convolved" in the occasional patient additionally harboring an immune defect that changes the phenotype to one that resembles inflammatory MS, complete with T-cell-mediated inflammatory demyelination \[[@bib-057]\]. Similarly, Krabbe\'s globoid cell leukodystrophy, caused by galactocerebroside- galactosidase mutations, also exhibits profound demyelination and perivascular T-cell infiltrates in the white matter \[[@bib-025],[@bib-058]\]. A final example is adrenoleukodystrophy, an X-linked genetic defect of peroxisomal very long chain fatty acid metabolism. Widespread inflammatory demyelination, including perivascular lymphocytic cuffing reminiscent of MS pathology, and Gd-enhancing white matter lesions are characteristic \[[@bib-059]\]. Milder forms in female carriers can be clinically very similar to MS \[[@bib-060],[@bib-061]\]. While the author recognizes the fundamental differences between adrenoleukodystrophy and MS, this leukodystrophy and its variants are particularly instructive on a number of levels. The majority of adrenoleukodystrophy patients exhibit oligoclonal expansion of T cells \[[@bib-062]\], much like the oligoclonal T cell expansion found in MS brain \[[@bib-063]\]. Such T cell expansion in MS lesions is interpreted as a sign of antigen-specific activation, and therefore evidence of an autoimmune process \[[@bib-064]\]; this conclusion is undoubtedly correct. However, the real question should be: is this evidence for a *primary* autoimmune process, or is the observed autoimmunity secondary to another process that releases highly antigenic myelin fragments? The fact that similar oligoclonal T cell expansions occur in adrenoleukodystrophy with an unequivocally established metabolic defect causing degeneration of myelin argues against an autoimmune condition that is primary; such a T cell response is certainly consistent with *auto*immunity, but this could as easily be secondary to release of autoantigens by a degenerative process in a host whose immune system is primed to react to such material. Nor is the observation of low-grade diffuse T cell infiltration of normal-appearing white matter in MS \[[@bib-063]\] evidence of a *primary* autoimmune condition, as a similar infiltration is again seen in histologically otherwise normal (but biochemically abnormal) white matter distant from focal adrenoleukodystrophy lesions \[[@bib-065]\]. Curiously, the same genetic defect that causes adrenoleukodystrophy in some patients can also result in a later-presenting non-inflammatory progressive adrenomyeloneuropathy, even in members of the same family \[[@bib-066]\]. Detailed pathological examination of the latter condition reveals a minimal, mainly perivascular, lymphocytic inflammation (though a prominent microgliosis is invariable) on a background of prominent *axonal* degeneration (rather than demyelination) of the spinal cord; nevertheless, even these patients have some degree of cerebral white matter pathology \[[@bib-067]\] (this point is germane to the speculation below). Why the same gene defect should cause such variable phenotypes is unknown. This prompts an intriguing speculation that may apply to MS as well: all male adrenoleukodystrophy patients would have progressed along the more indolent degenerative course characteristic of adrenomyeloneuropathy, but, in a substantial proportion of these patients, the immune system is primed to react to myelin autoantigens released because of the metabolic defect, transforming a later-presenting more indolent phenotype, into a severe childhood neuroinflammatory illness causing death within a few years of onset. In addition, because the severely-affected patients usually die young, the opportunity never arises for the delayed adrenomyeloneuropathy to develop. The possible parallel between this argument pertaining to a known neurometabolic disease and MS (younger-presenting inflammatory relapsing-remitting phase of MS vs. later-presenting progressive MS), is interesting. Speculations aside, at a minimum, the contrast between adrenoleukodystrophy and adrenomyeloneuropathy serves as a poignant example of *myelin* degeneration entraining a very vigorous lymphocytic inflammatory response in the former, whereas an *axonal* degeneration in the latter does not, emphasizing the curious but pathophysiologically important encephalitogenic properties of degenerating myelin that may also program much of the early inflammatory MS phenotype.

![Model proposing that MS is a convolution of two important processes\
*Convolution* is a mathematical "smearing" of two functions: if the convolving function is weak (narrow green function, top left), the result is similar to the input (red). If on the other hand the convolution is very strong, the output may not resemble the input at all (red, top right). The curiously broad spectrum of MS phenotypes may be explained by such a variable convolution of two processes: at its root, MS may consist of a monotonically progressive degenerative disease, much like Alzheimer\'s and Parkinson\'s. With a weak immune influence, the result is progressive MS which harbors little inflammation and progresses much like other neurodegenerative disorders. At the other extreme, a very aggressive inflammatory reaction produces a highly inflammatory condition bearing little resemblance to the putative underlying slowly progressive disorder. As it turns out, the majority of MS falls somewhere in the middle of this spectrum. This model presupposes that the underlying degeneration is fairly stereotyped, with the heterogeneity mainly arising from the variable dysimmunity. One important corollary is that, if MS is indeed a convolution of two processes, epidemiological, pathological, and genetic studies may be reflective of only one, and not the other, component. Admittedly, over the years focus has been overwhelmingly placed on the immunobiology of MS, therefore most data pertain to the green function, with little insight into the red function which, as the common thread in the above model, may lie at the root of this disease.](medrep-05-20-g002){#fig-002}

Interestingly, not all metabolic leukodystrophies resulting in profound dysmyelination evoke an inflammatory response (e.g. metachromatic leukodystrophy \[[@bib-068]\]). A particularly striking example is vanishing white matter disease, now known to be caused by a mutation in the gene coding for eukaryotic translation initiation factor eIF2B in most cases \[[@bib-069]\]. Despite profound degeneration of white matter, affected areas are completely devoid of T or B cell infiltration \[[@bib-070]\]. It is thought that glial cells (in particular the oligodendrocyte) are the main target of this genetic defect; the resulting disconnection between severe white matter degeneration and inflammation parallels that seen with primary destruction of oligodendrocytes by diphtheria toxin receptor in transgenic mice, and may be instructive vis-à-vis which subcellular elements may be key for triggering immune reactions (see below). This raises the intriguing possibility that degeneration of myelin *per se* is necessary, but not sufficient, to trigger the primed immune system; it may be that myelin antigens may need to be processed and degraded in specific ways (see below). Clearly, in the above examples, the detailed radiological and pathological features are not identical to those of MS, nor should we expect them to be since the underlying pathophysiological defects are likely quite different. The main point, however, is that there is precedent for well-defined biochemical defects to result in progressive demyelinating white matter pathology, together with a *secondary* inflammatory reaction, that bears strong resemblance to that seen in MS.

Let us now predict how a convolution of a primary oligo-myelinic degeneration with a dysregulated immune system would alter the phenotype of a "pure" primary progressive MS-like disease. First, because there is a concomitant inflammatory assault on the CNS that causes additional damage, the first clinical presentation may occur years earlier than the prototypical primary progressive MS-like disease (as with many degenerative diseases, cellular dropout precedes clinical threshold by many years; an additional inflammatory attack, targeting an eloquent region of the CNS may temporarily bring clinical signs and symptoms above this clinical threshold, until the inflammation subsides). Second, if the dysimmunity is variable in intensity, and fluctuates over time, the result will be a variable relapsing-remitting course, reflecting inflammatory flares, at times severe and frequent, at other times (and in other patients) less frequent and more benign, that respond well to anti-inflammatory treatments. Immune modulators would be expected to be highly effective in reducing or eliminating these flares, though the underlying degeneration, which is not dependent on a dysregulated immune system, but is instead due to a putative biochemical defect (such as in Harding\'s or adrenoleukodystrophy), would continue to progress despite best therapeutic anti-inflammatory efforts. Conversely, with a constant dysimmune predilection, a variable degree and rate of cytodegeneration, may, in turn, provoke a more frequent and more aggressive inflammatory course, which may be misinterpreted as the inflammation primarily driving disease progression. There is also precedent for variable rates of degeneration, as Alzheimer\'s and Parkinson\'s diseases may present at variable ages and progress at very different rates. Admittedly, given the known deleterious effects of repeated inflammatory flares, the resulting cellular destruction from the toxic inflammatory milieu, and the limited ability of the CNS to regenerate, it stands to reason that suppressing the immune system may, in fact, play a beneficial, albeit limited, role in mitigating progression, but only in those patients where the inflammatory component in the convolution is substantial; in purely degenerative cases, immune suppression would be expected to be ineffective. It also stands to reason that since myelin is a potent auto-antigen, as discussed above, shedding of myelin debris would entrain an immune response more often than not; the corollary is that in most cases the convolution of degeneration and dysimmunity would be strong (i.e. the phenotype would be inflammatory), even though the fundamental defect is still an undefined biochemical flaw in our hypothetical disorder. This corollary has a fundamentally important implication: studying such "typical" hypothetical MS patients would thus bias the samples in favor of those where the component of dysimmunity is prominent. Any genetic and/or environmental risk associations that emerge from such studies may, therefore, reflect not the underlying degeneration which we have selected as the fundamental etiology of our hypothetical disease, but may instead reflect the aberrant immune response to this degeneration, and never shed light on the underlying cause that we decided underpins our hypothetical disorder.

Examining our experience with MS, one notes striking parallels with the scenario presented above. Although on the surface the evidence accumulated to date, from epidemiological, immunological, pathological, and genetic studies, together with clinical therapeutic experience, all point to a primary immune-mediated disease in a compelling way (indeed the hypothetical model, as constructed above, would result in much the same evidence, yet it was deliberately devised to be rooted in a primary degeneration), a potential shortcoming of this argument may be the following: if the above model is correct, why don\'t other more common white matter degenerations result in MS? For instance, stroke is not uncommon in young adults, and almost invariably results in white matter damage. Alzheimer\'s also frequently results in white matter degeneration \[[@bib-071]\], and presumably releases myelin debris. The simple answer may be that our hypothetical model is wrong. On the other hand, such discrepancies may instead be instructive. Stroke is an acute self-limited insult, causing extensive destruction of the affected parenchymal volume with a significant necrotic component. In order to elicit a chronic immune reaction, it is possible that myelin antigens may instead need to be processed and released in more subtle ways, which acutely ischemic conditions do not promote. Alzheimer\'s disease results in chronic white matter degeneration, much like MS, yet an inflammatory MS-like disorder is not triggered in this situation. One explanation may be "immune senescence", whereby immune responsiveness is known to wane with age \[[@bib-072]\]. The decreasing intensity of lymphocytic infiltration with age in the MS brain \[[@bib-033]\], despite continuing demyelination and neurodegeneration, is consistent with this suggestion. A more intriguing possibility may be a direct anti-inflammatory effect of amyloid beta (Aβ), known to be generated in excess in Alzheimer\'s brain \[[@bib-073]\]. Steinman and co-workers showed that administering exogenous Aβ to mice significantly reduced the severity of EAE \[[@bib-074]\], a model that recapitulates the inflammatory reaction to myelin antigens.

Finally, a number of animal models of white matter degeneration, resulting in different outcomes, are also instructive. Killing oligodendrocytes using a genetically-encoded diphtheria toxin receptor results in widespread demyelination and death of these cells; however, there is no adaptive immune response, despite deliberate stimulation of the immune system \[[@bib-075]\]. In contrast, overexpression of proteolipid protein, the major protein of CNS myelin, resulted in a spontaneous immune-mediated demyelination, without any additional activation of the immune system \[[@bib-076]\]. Another example is the Pex5 knock-out mouse, resulting in absence of functional peroxisomes in oligodendrocytes, causing widespread demyelination and axonal degeneration \[[@bib-077]\]. Histopathology of this knockout mouse reveals pronounced infiltration in the CNS, mainly by CD8+ T cells, just as in human MS \[[@bib-025]\]. Finally, deletion of the *Cnp1* gene coding for the myelin protein 2′-3′-cyclic nucleotide-3′-phosphodiesterase induces selective white matter degeneration, together with a vigorous spontaneous CD8 T-cell response \[[@bib-078]\]. Although these are quite different models, one may be tempted to speculate that a defect of the myelin sheath *per se* (possibly resulting in a specific biochemical alteration rendering the degenerated myelin even more antigenic \[[@bib-052]\], and/or involving myelin lipids \[[@bib-025]\]), rather than of the parent oligodendrocyte, may be a key factor in determining whether an adaptive immune response will be raised in the susceptible host, or not, thereby transforming a fundamentally monotonically progressive degenerative disease into a fluctuating inflammatory disorder masquerading as a primary autoimmune condition. Indeed, the *mode* of cell death may be critical: diphtheria toxin receptor-mediated cell death proceeds by apoptosis \[[@bib-079]\], which is a programmed and well orchestrated sequence of events leading to the cell\'s removal. Under these conditions, it is likely that destructive Ca-dependent enzymes, such as calpains and citrulline-generating deiminases (typically associated with necrotic cell death), do not play a major role, and therefore myelin breakdown fragments may not have been processed in specific ways to render the material encephalitogenic. The fact that very early MS lesions exhibit apoptotic oligodendroglia \[[@bib-080]\] may simply indicate their reaction to an unidentified, non-immune-related toxic insult that initiates the demyelinating lesion, possibly directly targeting the oligodendroglial cell processes and/or myelin sheaths and their receptors \[[@bib-081],[@bib-082]\].

Conclusion and future directions {#s05}
================================

What is clear from an objective look at human MS is that there exists a prominent progressive degenerative phenotype together with an important autoimmune inflammatory component. This is indisputable. Also, careful histopathological examination always shows, to a greater or lesser degree, concomitant degeneration/demyelination and adaptive T cell-dependent immune responses, making it difficult, if not impossible, to definitively answer the question of which process was the initiator. Regardless, it follows that such an invariable connection between axonal-oligodendrocytic-myelinic degeneration and inflammation makes the inside-out model no less likely than the outside-in; it appears that myelin degeneration (see above) is such a potent immune-inducing stimulus that one will never observe one without the other, at least not in human tissue where sequential observation from the very earliest beginnings of pathology is impossible. Nonetheless, persistent inflammation likely causes additional damage to the CNS, over and above what would have accrued from the underlying degeneration alone. In the author\'s opinion, the critical question at this time is not whether degeneration or inflammation is more important, but rather: is the obvious autoimmunity/inflammation in MS *primary*, i.e. causative, or is it *reactive* to some underlying degenerative process? This question is, at the same time, fundamentally important, as it will alter our understanding of MS at a mechanistic level, and -- more importantly for patients -- guide future therapeutic design in a completely different direction. Based on a series of observations from MS patients and related conditions, in this paper I have argued in favor of the 'inside-out' model, where an underlying cytodegenerative process secondarily entrains (and very quickly at that it seems) innate and adaptive immune responses, though it should be stressed that such arguments are purely speculative at the moment. However, if this scenario is correct and reflects the true pathoetiology of MS, it follows that our focus on autoimmune animal models will elucidate the inflammatory reaction to the underlying degeneration, rather than reflecting the underlying cause. Therapeutics that stem from such an approach may, therefore, be limited as they will fail to address the root cause, whatever this turns out to be. Moreover, by studying the epidemiology, environmental influences and genetics of the commonest form of MS (relapsing-remitting MS), which was the logical initial approach, we may be, once again, inadvertently generating data on the immunobiology of the inflammatory reaction to the underlying disease process. Instead, it may be time to target our efforts on primary progressive MS, which may be the purest form of MS, even though paradoxically it constitutes the minority of MS presentations. In the end, the hope is that this approach will yield an incisive new data set that will be complementary to the vast knowledge of MS immunobiology, paving the way for even more effective therapies targeting both components of this complex convolution.
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